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Chapter 1 : The rise of white supremacy in America â€“ Erin Burnett OutFront â€“ - racedaydvl.com Blogs
Beware of the rise of Hindu supremacists in America Mere tokenism and lip service to progressive values accompanied
by staged photo-ops, Facebook outrage and sophomoric speeches, however well.

Press members had to track down the event after it abruptly switched venues, and attendance was low, but the
subject material was potentially explosive. A key battleground state, Colorado could determine the outcome of
the tightly contested presidential race between Trump and his opponent Democratic presidential nominee
Hillary Clinton. The "alt-right" was having a coming out party. The leaders of the alt-right movement -Richard Spencer, Peter Brimelow and Jared Taylor -- eagerly expounded to members of the press on what the
self-styled "radicalists" really want from American politics: The news made barely a ripple in a media cycle
which saw it, amazingly, as simply more of the same type of remarks made all too common over the past year.
Despite their recent "coming out," the alt-right has been around for quite a while. The common threads of
anti-woman, anti-black, and anti-Semitic sentiment run deep, and over the past 12 months the public
expression of such sentiments has become frighteningly acceptable. A video created by Media Matters
features some of the highlights of the event in D. Even the opening remarks are disconcerting. Weinstein, who
represents U. Stop the word of Christ? Your old nasty cunt Hillary is going to prison! We are many, We are
legion, We are Anonymous. Spare a Jew from the grave, and he will insult the military that saved him. Maybe
you can help me with my history prep for the GED. Did they really make your grandmother into soap? The
anti-Semitic trolling is widespread and mainstream. A few months ago, the " echo parenthesis " appeared yet
again in the form of an app designed to identify Jews on social media. The Anti-Defamation League recently
analyzed a list of just under 20, explicitly anti-Semitic Tweets tagging around reporters and editors. Four fifths
of the 45 million generated impressions were directed at just 10 journalists, with vivid imagery of
concentration camps and vile language -- and thousands were retweeted by obvious alt-right accounts. Can all
of this public anti-Semitism be laid at the feet of the alt-right? But the movement has made it socially
acceptable to publicly express such views, emboldening others and building a wave of hatred and white
supremacist racism that is frightening to behold.
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Chapter 2 : Is there a neo-Nazi storm brewing in Trump country? | World news | The Guardian
Don't be fooled by the sad display of two dozen white supremacists in front of the White House. Racists are on the rise
in our country.

Saito of the University of Southern California writes: S as a result. Psychologist Janet Helms suggested that
the norming behaviors of social institutions of education, government, and healthcare are organized around the
"birthright of I do not admit that a wrong has been done to these people by the fact that a stronger race, a
higher-grade race, a more worldly wise race to put it that way, has come in and taken their place. Notions of
white supremacy and Aryan racial superiority were combined in the 19th century, with white supremacists
maintaining the belief that white people were members of an Aryan " master race " which was superior to
other races, particularly the Jews , who were described as the "Semitic race", Slavs , and Gypsies , which they
associated with "cultural sterility". Rosenberg promoted the Nordic theory , which regarded Nordics as the
"master race", superior to all others, including other Aryans Indo-Europeans. The Menace of the Under-man.
Die Drohung des Untermenschen The Nazis used the Mendelian inheritance theory to argue that social traits
were innate, claiming that there was a racial nature associated with certain general traits such as inventiveness
or criminal behavior. Apartheid and Baasskap A number of Southern African nations experienced severe racial
tension and conflict during global decolonization , particularly as white Africans of European ancestry fought
to protect their preferential social and political status. Racial segregation in South Africa began in colonial
times under the Dutch Empire , and it continued when the British took over the Cape of Good Hope in
Apartheid was introduced as an officially structured policy by the Afrikaner -dominated National Party after
the general election of White racial advantages occur at both a collective and an individual level ceteris
paribus , i. Legal scholar Frances Lee Ansley explains this definition as follows: By "white supremacy" I do
not mean to allude only to the self-conscious racism of white supremacist hate groups. I refer instead to a
political, economic and cultural system in which whites overwhelmingly control power and material
resources, conscious and unconscious ideas of white superiority and entitlement are widespread, and relations
of white dominance and non-white subordination are daily reenacted across a broad array of institutions and
social settings. Some anti-racist educators, such as Betita Martinez and the Challenging White Supremacy
workshop, also use the term in this way. The term expresses historic continuities between a preâ€” civil rights
movement era of open white supremacism and the current racial power structure of the United States. It also
expresses the visceral impact of structural racism through "provocative and brutal" language that characterizes
racism as "nefarious, global, systemic, and constant". John McWhorter , a specialist in language and race
relations, has described its use as straying from its commonly accepted meaning to encompass less extreme
issues, thereby cheapening the term and potentially derailing productive discussion. He claims that the term
should be reserved for those who are trying to promote the idea that whites are inherently superior to blacks
and not used to characterize less blatantly racist beliefs or actions. The German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer attributed cultural primacy to the white race: The highest civilization and culture, apart from the
ancient Hindus and Egyptians , are found exclusively among the white races; and even with many dark
peoples, the ruling caste or race is fairer in colour than the rest and has, therefore, evidently immigrated, for
example, the Brahmans , the Incas , and the rulers of the South Sea Islands. All this is due to the fact that
necessity is the mother of invention because those tribes that emigrated early to the north, and there gradually
became white, had to develop all their intellectual powers and invent and perfect all the arts in their struggle
with need, want and misery, which in their many forms were brought about by the climate. Many white
supremacist groups are based on the concept of preserving genetic purity, and do not focus solely on
discrimination based on skin color. It was combined with a eugenics programme that aimed for racial hygiene
through compulsory sterilization of sick individuals and extermination of Untermenschen "subhumans": Slavs
, Jews and Romani , which eventually culminated in the Holocaust. Some white supremacists identify
themselves as Odinists , although many Odinists reject white supremacy. Some white supremacist groups,
such as the South African Boeremag , conflate elements of Christianity and Odinism. Creativity formerly
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known as "The World Church of the Creator" is atheistic and it denounces Christianity and other theistic
religions. Widespread access to the Internet has led to a dramatic increase in white supremacist websites.
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Chapter 3 : Donald Trump Racist groups traffic spike - POLITICO
Rallies across U.S. protest white supremacists Tens of thousands repudiate racism and white nationalism, a week after
racially-tinged bloodshed by neo-Nazis in Charlottesville, Va.

Share According to the Dharma Shastras, travelling abroad or crossing large bodies of water Samudrolanghana
was sufficient cause for chaste Brahmins to be downgraded in the social hierarchy or lose their caste.
Elaborate purification rites had to be performed to ward off the polluting effect of overseas travel. With the
advent of globalisation, the scriptural injunction against travelling overseas has been discarded for the sake of
improved career prospects, unlike the beef ban enacted in several Indian states - an ominous precursor to the
nascent Hindu Rashtra. The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, Vishwa Hindu Parishad and other organisations
that fall under the umbrella of the Sangh Parivar have grown roots in the United States and are active in
fundraising and propaganda activities. Reuters "Whataboutery" is the preferred mode of argument of the
Hindu Right. According to this logic, cracking down on Hindu terrorists for lynching Muslims or murdering
Dalits is hypocritical unless one also speaks out against atrocities being perpetrated against the Hindu minority
in Bangladesh and Pakistan, and the displacement of Pandits from Kashmir. The pea-brained foot soldiers of
the saffron brigade are unaware or ignore the fact that all the "secular" journalists, and major news
organisations, both Indian and international, have vehemently spoken out on those issues and continue to do
so. Yet, a few years later, Gabbard tabled a resolution that focused on the neighboring state, Muslim-majority
Bangladesh, saying she was "particularly concerned over issues of religious freedom, and specifically, attacks
against minority Hindus, Christians, Buddhists, and others" in the country. In recent months, Gabbard has
emerged as a de facto spokesperson for Syrian mass murderer Bashar Al-Assad, vigorously defending his
brutal regime, to the point where she has denied his undisputable role in the chemical weapons attack in April,
killing dozens of people, an act so heinous it was condemned by hawks in the GOP. The rationale for refusing
to endorse the VHP should be clear to anyone with even cursory knowledge of Indian politics. The VHP was a
prominent player in the demolition of Babri Masjid and the communal mayhem that followed, expeditiously
creating a fertile environment for the ascension of the BJP. Race pride at its highest has been manifested here.
Germany has also shown how well-nigh impossible it is for Races and cultures, having differences going to
the root, to be assimilated into one united whole, a good lesson for us in Hindusthan to learn and profit by.
They operate close to 2, akhadas, similar to the shakhas branches of the RSS. In another incendiary video, he
says it is the duty of Hindus to murder a hundred Muslims for every one Hindu killed. Do they agree with
him? By championing groups like the VHP, they are clearly attempting to normalise the Hindu supremacist
discourse in the West. In this they are eerily similar to the Alt-Right - white nationalists currently dominating
politics in the US. Like rightwing populists the world over, both groups champion cultural purity in their
ancestral homelands and long for a return to "traditional values" ostensibly under siege by liberals, leftists,
seculars and minorities. A techie-turned-Hindutva-rabble-rouser based on the East coast of the US, Rajiv
Malhotra, regularly goads his troll army into attacking academics, journalists and public figures deemed
"anti-national". These online lynch mobs are known to make death threats and rape threats to soft targets and
folks not inclined to wrestle with trolls in the sewers of righ- wing hate politics. Malhotra has also been
accused of plagiarism by Andrew Nicholson, a senior Indologist from whose writings he has lifted massive
portions without attribution and distorted them to suit his agenda: Then they can decide for themselves
whether he is improving upon my work or merely distorting and dumbing it down to fit his own Hindutva
worldview. I was warned ominously by one of his supporters "not to come to the Durga Temple in Virginia.
The Durga Temple, to their great credit, did not waver in the face of considerable intimidation and I refused to
pull out". I refuse to be silenced by fear or be forced to whisper my dissent in the corners of meeting halls. I
will not cede to Malhotra the authority to be the arbiter of Hindu orthodoxy History is littered with the tragic
consequences of religious authoritarianism and with individuals who claim the right to judge and condemn
others. The profound and unapologetic Islamophobia has emboldened white supremacists across the land and
led to a spate of attacks on people of colour, including the murder of Indian immigrant Srinivas Kuchibhotla.
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One wonders why the HAF does not speak out against fanatics like Adityanath and his ilk who claim to speak
for all Hindus. Either unite, together, over shared values and need for security against a common enemy - the
attackers themselves. Or, allow anger and scapegoating to divide from within and paint entire, innocent
communities as enemies. The latter is exactly what the enemies want - Hope for overreaction and strong
crackdown, especially on minorities and Muslims. Eliminate all grey zones. It would seem so; Sadhana: The
Coalition of Progressive Hindus, a non-profit organisation started by New York-based activist Sunita
Vishwanath, has positioned itself as a voice against these forces. They publicly criticised the recent
appointment of Adityanath as the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. Non-profits have a mixed reputation in both
India and the West. A portion of the funds raised by Hindu supremacist outfits in the West are funnelled into
terrorist activities back home while the left has often been accused of using public funds to feather its nest.
Well-known activist Teesta Setalvad has been embroiled in a misappropriation case for many years, accused
of pilfering funds from her NGO, ostensibly meant for delivering justice to Gujarat riot victims. One thing is
undeniable; Hindus in the diaspora and in India could definitely use a progressive voice to counteract the idea
of a Hindu Rashtra - a sovereign Hindu state in which minorities would be relegated to second class status or
worse, stripped of citizenship and voting rights as "Guru" Golwalkar, Subramanian Swamy and their ilk have
stated frequently. It is too early to say if Sadhana will end up as another cautionary tale in the world of
non-profits, or whether it has the commitment and integrity tomake a significant impact. Mere tokenism and
lip service to progressive values accompanied by staged photo-ops, Facebook outrage and sophomoric
speeches, however well-meaning, will probably not do much to stem the tide of sectarian bloodlust and toxic
nationalism that threatens to engulf the land. The writers are solely responsible for any claims arising out of
the contents of this article. Writer The writer is a filmmaker, columnist and scholar.
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Chapter 4 : The Rise Of The Alt-Right: White Supremacy And Anti-Semitism Go Mainstream | HuffPost
According to reports, there are 8 white supremacists running for office in Patrick Little (CA-Sen), Arthur Jones (IL), both
featured in the report above, and six others, including Paul Nehlen (WI) and Corey Stewart (VA-Sen).

His Pike County trip was part of broader preparation for , when his party was planning to field six candidates
in local elections in Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Dakota and Texas. Towson University, where he
graduated in , was majority white. It was one of the safest public universities in Maryland, but Heimbach
would lead journalists around campus at night as he and his friends patrolled with flashlights in search of
black crime. When students and faculty protested this behavior, Heimbach claimed the rallies against him
were proof of anti-white bias. The outrage brought in television cameras and left his classmates of color
deeply anxious. At a campus town hall meeting, Evans recalled, Heimbach had said: Everyone knew
Heimbach had a gun. Evans said he had received a death threat at his college graduation, and walked across
the stage fearing that he would be shot in front of his mother and his girlfriend. But students on campus truly
believed that the group was much bigger, Munshaw said â€” and they were terrified. To the national media,
the campus conflict was irresistible. The National Socialist Movement. The neo-Confederate League of the
South. His argument, Lenz said, is: Heimbach had only been a white nationalist in college. But supporters of
his White Student Union responded by sending him books in the mail that helped shift his views about the
Holocaust. He said Heimbach had denied having a wealthy patron who funded the trips. Heimbach said he
paid for the trips himself, with some contribution from his party, and that he kept costs low by staying with
other far-right activists. Almost immediately, he and his group caught the attention of a Trump protester in the
crowd. She described watching Heimbach move through the crowd before the speech, handing out literature,
trying to recruit Trump supporters for his Traditionalist Worker movement. He was circumspect, as usual,
talking about workers losing jobs. The protester said Heimbach and his group had insinuated their way into the
middle of the crowd, and when a moment of tension arrived they suddenly turned violent, and other men
around them mirrored their behavior, shouting, pushing, furious. Trump, from the stage, had called: Next, an
older man in a Korean war veterans uniform shoves her, follows her for a few steps and shoves her again.
Three protesters are now suing Heimbach and a Korean war veteran over this violence â€” and suing Trump
for inciting the violence. A federal judge recently ruled that the case could move forward, writing: He blamed
his behavior on being caught between black protesters and white supremacists, though he acknowledged that
was no excuse. In a blogpost afterward , cited in court filings, Heimbach wrote: One features yours truly
helping the crowd drive out one of the women who had been pushing, shoving, barking, and screaming at the
attendees for the better part of an hour. In court filings, he had denied that he behave improperly, but also
argued that Trump should be held responsible for his behavior. Heimbach was charged with harassment, a
misdemeanor, and was recently served a summons to appear in court. EnglandYoureDrunk For decades,
American neo-Nazis have been trying to break into the mainstream by running for local political office, as
Heimbach is now hoping his supporters can do. George Lincoln Rockwell, the head of the American Nazi
party, told a journalist in that he expected he would be elected president by on a national socialist ticket,
pushed to victory by a dramatic economic collapse. Instead, he was murdered by one of his own supporters
outside a laundromat in Far-right parties in Europe have had more political success. Amid the Greek debt
crisis in , Golden Dawn, a violent neo-Nazi party known for beating attacks on immigrants and people
suspected of being gay or on the left, captured the third largest number of seats in the Greek parliament.
Heimbach has met with far-right nationalists across Europe, he said, including three visits with Golden Dawn
over the past three years. He calls himself a friend of the British neo-Nazi group National Action, which was
banned in December after the home secretary dubbed it a terrorist organization. Heimbach can put on a show
of moderation. In interviews and speeches to other neo-Nazis, Heimbach is less circumspect, quoting
Goebbels and speaking fondly of Mussolini. He has expressed sympathy for the racist killer Dylann Roof and
praised white supremacist Norwegian mass murderer Anders Breivik. Three other white families who support
their views have moved to Paoli to join them, Heimbach said â€” two from northern Indiana, one from
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Virginia. They try to get together weekly for board game nights and home-brewed mead. Almost none of the
consequences he has faced for his activism seem to faze him. Heimbach says he was excommunicated by his
Eastern Orthodox church for his racist beliefs. His family cut him off after he became famous for founding the
White Student Union. By his count he has been fired from seven jobs, including a position as a trainee case
worker at the Indiana department of child services. He claimed this was a punishment for his political
convictions. After the coverage of his White Student Union, his family â€” who did not respond to requests for
an interview for this article â€” confronted him in a phone conversation. And I said to them, this is choosing
my family, because I want my siblings and their grandchildren to have a future. That evening, a convoy of
about 20 cars had wound from the parking lot of a Walmart through narrow Kentucky back roads, past small
houses flying the Confederate flag. White residents stood at their front doors or on their porches, watching
silently as the cars passed.
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The white supremacists that marched with torches, carrying Nazi and Confederate flags through the streets of
Charlottesville was not an isolated incident, but rather a movement gaining momentum.

In outright defiance of the Republican-led federal government, Southern Democrats formed organizations that
violently intimidated blacks and Republicans who tried to win political power. Originally founded as a social
club for former Confederate soldiers, the Klan evolved into a terrorist organization. It would be responsible for
thousands of deaths, and would help to weaken the political power of Southern blacks and Republicans. Racist
activity in the South often took the form of riots that targeted blacks and Republicans. In , a quarrel between
whites and black ex-soldiers erupted into a full-fledged riot in Memphis, Tennessee. White policemen assisted
the mobs in their violent rampage through the black sections of town. By the time the violence ended, 46
people were dead, 70 more were wounded, and numerous churches and schools had been burned. Just two
months later, on July 30, a similar outbreak of violence erupted in New Orleans. This time, a white mob
attacked the attendees of a black suffrage convention, killing 37 blacks and three whites who allied with them.
In this violent atmosphere, the Ku Klux Klan grew in size and strength. By , the Klan had evolved into a
hooded terrorist organization that its members called "The Invisible Empire of the South. In the name of
preserving law and order in a white-dominated society, Klansmen punished newly freed blacks for a variety of
reasons, including behaving in an "impudent" manner toward whites. But first and foremost, the Klan sought
to do away with Republican influence in the South by terrorizing and murdering its party leaders and all those
who voted for it. The election, which pitted Republican Ulysses S. Grant against Democrat Horatio Seymour,
was crucial. Republicans would continue programs that prevented Southern whites from gaining political
control in their states. Klan members knew that given the chance, the blacks in their communities would vote
Republican. Across the South, the Klan and other terrorist groups used brutal violence to intimidate
Republican voters. In Kansas, over 2, murders were committed in connection with the election. In Georgia, the
number of threats and beatings was even higher. And in Louisiana, blacks were killed as the election neared.
In those three states, Democrats won decisive victories at the polls. People realized that harsher laws would
have to be passed in order to stop the violence and protect Southern blacks. And those laws were soon in
coming. In the presidential election, Republican Ulysses S. Grant won the office with the slogan, "Let Us
Have Peace. Many Northerners, disgusted by Klan violence, lent their support to the Fifteenth Amendment ,
which gave the vote to black men in every state, and the First Reconstruction Act of , which placed harsher
restrictions on the South and closely regulated the formation of their new governments. Other legislation
attacked the Klan more directly. Between and , Congress passed the Enforcement Acts, which made it a crime
to interfere with registration, voting, officeholding, or jury service of blacks. More than 5, people were
indicted under these laws; a little more than 1, were convicted. In Congress also passed the Ku Klux Klan Act,
which allowed the government to act against terrorist organizations. Grant did not rigorously enforce these
laws, although he did order the arrest of hundreds of Klan members. But with the overwhelming support of the
Klan in the South, convictions proved difficult to obtain, and the financial panic of would distract the North
from the problems of Southern racism. Learn More Related Features.
Chapter 6 : White supremacy - Wikipedia
The deadly violence on the streets of Charlottesville, Virginia, comes at a time of a dramatic rise in prominence of
far-right movements in the US. The election of Donald Trump to the White House.

Chapter 7 : Beware of the rise of Hindu supremacists in America
Regardless of their location, these rallies nearly always play out the same way: a small group of white supremacists
from various hate groups (e.g., the KKK, Identity Europa) unite with members from less explicitly white nationalist
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groups, who often come together under the banner of the alt-right.

Chapter 8 : Grant, Reconstruction and the KKK | American Experience | Official Site | PBS
During the recent surge of right-wing extremist activity in the United States that began in , white supremacists did not
grow appreciably in numbers, as anti-government extremists did, but existing white supremacists did become more
angry and agitated, with a consequent rise of serious white supremacist violence.

Chapter 9 : Hate Rising: White supremacy's rise in the U.S. - CBS News
Trump's response has been dismissive at best. Just six days after the Minnesota mosque bombing, white supremacists
gathered for a torchlight march in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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